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Abstract

Recently, modern societies have learned to handle a structure which they name as «in-
formation societies.

Today a new type of IT-technologies is «knocking on our doors»: Persasive or Ubiquitous 
Computing. A new name for this structure is still missing, allthough experts are confes-
sed: We witness a new era of computing. In this article (together with an presentation) I 
argue that this era can only be understand if we understand the ongoing trends of decen-
tralization and cooperation.
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The Portfolio: Tales from the Past
In 1993, only but 10 years ago, the European Union looked for a name or a term to 
describe what is happening in the field of Information Technology. The politicians of this 
era knew that the portfolio of the various technologies represents an economoic sector 
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which is crucial for prosperity and quality of life in the Union with its 360 Billion inhabi-
tants.

They decided to build a new sector of political activities and named it «Information So-
ciety», using a neologism which was popular mostly among American academics. Since 
than Europe has its own Commissionar or Minister for the information society, together 
with responsibilies for the media since some years:

«This portfolio stretches from the underlying communications infrastructures to 
the content and services they deliver. It encompasses telecommunication networks, 
broadband internet access and satellite communications, new communications 
technologies such as ‘3G’ mobile communications and Internet telephony, and 
digital material as diverse as cinema releases and advanced eHealth services.»

Thus the information society with its necessary political and economic activities is well es-
tablished in Europe. Some countries like Finland are leading the competition among the pro-
minent IT-- contries in some sectors.

But, according to my heading these are success stories of the past. Not litterally: ‘3G’ com-
munications for example are not yet in practise, at least in most European countries and I 
wonder wether there is a mass market for Billions of new users in the near future. What 
makes these strories tales of the past is a fact which is not yet in the minds of the public and, 
in the minds of our politicians. It is an ongoing revolution in the field of network technolo-
gies, specially sensor networks.

Some academics argue «Don’t worry, it is just annother hype!» Granted, some of their argu-
ments are confessing. You cannot really predict the future and one should be very cautious to 
name something as revolution. Sociologists argue that you could be sure not until hundreds of 
years. On the other hand, all of us who live today and have to decide right now should be a-
ware of the consequeces of these new technologies – today and not in a dusty future. Weig-
hing all arguments against each other I plea for the latter. My thesis is as follows:

Pervasive Copmputing will change our societies, dramaticly.

It is an chicken and egg-problem what comes first: the society or technology. At any rate: We 
have to learn communicating in a different way from what we have done in the past.

We have to live with new forms of cooperation. 

Cooperation is our next lesson. E-Learning is too simply an answer: obvious, but false.
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Three Megatrends: Pervasive Computing, Decentralization 
and Cooperation
Once humans act they build an order of behavior: Thaťs what we mean if we use the 
term society. Humans need this order, to build trust to each other. Without trust no so-
ciety can exist – neither an European society nor a Chinese one. In times like ours rapid 
changes of human’s behavior could destroy this order of trust. For better or for worse we 
should identify this new order. Otherwise acting upon may be too costly for all.

Their is a broad consensus at least among academics that three megatrends will determi-
ne the next future of 10 to 20 years:

1. Technological Trend: Pervasive Computing

2. Societal Trend: Decentralization of decision making

3. Economic Trend: Cooperation pays

This mixture out of technical, economic and social circumstances will determine the very 
conditons for political decision making. If we read these trends wrong our IT-strategies 
might be wrong, too. In most times we have to pay for our incompetence in terms of loss 
of competition.

In the remainder of my talk I shall concentrate on technology. I deliver just some re-
marks about decentralization und cooperation

Since hundreds of 
years were discussi-
ons among econmists 
#hat are the very 
incentives for hu-
mans to act or to 
omit actions. Wha$ 
is the very nature of 

economic incentives or preferences? Generations of students a% over the world learned as 
axiomatic truth: «Pepple’s preferences are ‘self-regarding’ and ‘outcome orietiented. I) 
other worlds, people want stuff for themselves, and care only about their personal cost i) 
getting what they want. There is  much evidence, both +om within economics, and +o, 
other disciplines, that this view of human nature misses a lot. people care both abou$ 
other people, and about how social, transactions occur – not just the outcomes.» (Henrich 
ea 2004, p1)

To sum up in a nutshell: People are altruistic by nature rather than selfish! If this was true 
we have strong evidence for the success of open source software.
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The second trend of decentralization will certainly contribute more to the agenda of our 
ongoing conference. The findings are extremely important for the management of firms 
and even institutions of the states. Thomas Malone from MIT Sloan Management School 
has the facts integrated to a figure he named as «Decentralization continuum». 

We see a process, starting from the the bands of ancient times up to Internet communi-
ties in our times. We can see that centralization is a modern phänomenon due to the nes-
sessities of life in these eras. The institutional patterns of our time are simular more net-
works than the classical type of hierarchical organization.To quote Malone: The pattern 
are rather simple and forshadow how business might be done today:

«The mayor changes in how businesses were organized echo the changes in how societies 
#ere organized.»

In a shortcut: It is efficient, in a strong economic sense, to structure given organizations 
by decentralized decision making – at least in some cases if not the most.

The next figure shows the structure of one of the leading consultant firms of America. 

The capital of this firm is summarized in the heading: Sharing people, sharing knowledge, 
sharing reputation. An obvious result of this change to decentralized decision making is 
the fact that todays innovations are driven by users and not manufacturers. This remark 
might sound strange for Chinese ears, but American estimations range up to 20% of all 
economic activities which might be user driven in the near futuere. They expect new 
markets.
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Without any dought one can assume that the decreased communications costs made this 
decentralization possible. The transaction costs are nearly zero.

That brings me to themain point of my contribution: The trend of technolgy towards 
ubiquitous or how it is also called pervasive computing.

P E R V A S I V E  C O M P U T I N G

“Ubiquitous computing names the third wave in computing, just now beginning. Firs$ 
#ere main+ames, each shared by lots of people. Now we are in the personal computing 
era, person and machine staring uneasily at each other across the desktop. Next comes 
ubiquitous computing, or the age of calm technology, when technology recedes into th2 
background of our lives.”

These are the worlds of Marc Weiser, who developed this vision for Xerox Parc aroumd 
1990.

And in annother article he wrote:
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«The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into 
the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable +om it.»

What was 1988 merely a vision of an unknown Californian Engineer becomes now reality 
in our daily lifes. I will show you empirical evidence in two examples: one from agricultu-
re, one from selling and perchasing goods. I will start with some exemplanations about 
the technology itself:

Friedemann Mattern, Swiss computer scientist and one of the worlďs leading experts  
summarizes the various trends in techology:

«A% trends together wi% lead to a new era»

The trends emcompass

• progress in sensor technologies

• miniaturization of storage technologies

• new networks, specially wireles networks

and

• various technologies at the backend

Not to forget the Internet as basic infrastructure for communication.
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I would like to illustrate with two cases, which seem to lie apart from each other. They 
may give an impression of the silhouette of the new era.

My first example is vineyard computing. (Burell ea 2004; www.lofar.org)

 This vineyard is situated in Bristish Columbia with 
special weather conditions and rather raph a climate. 
A wireles sensor network will support farmers in de-
scision making: Giving them data «about temperature, 
lighting levels. humidity, the movement and presence 
of people, and many other aspects of the environ-
ment». Researchers from the Intel Corporation came 
in 2004 to the conclusion that vineyard computing 

 

was not just application of fairly new technologies but the creation of a completely new 
environment. And the researche3rs had to confess that they did not understand the 
structure of this new «calm» environment. Not pervasive computer technologies  but 
unsolved problems of the application space provided the then unsolved challenges.

My next example is withdrawn from the world of merchants, sellers and purchasers of 
goods.  The Prada stores in New York and Tokyo.
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Kang and Kuff decsribe the Prada store New York as follows

«The  full-block  store is  organized as  an interior street, called  theWave by  the archi-
tect (see above image),  with a set of metal boxes  floating above for the few  products 
displayed  in this  new  form  of nomadic shop window.  The  vast space is  open for 

walking,  watching, and less  apparently,  buying.  Instead,  Prada  uses  architecture  in 
conjunction with digital technology,  to  create urban identity  and  branding.  The 

store  has become a public event, aided by in-store  technology. This  includes  glass 
dressing rooms  that phase-change  from  transparent to opaque,  large video  screens 
that replace  store mirrors to show  your back and side  views  live,  data banks  like 

ATM  machines that check inventory,  and a  series  of embedded  sensors  that track 
what you  take  into the dressing rooms.  Within the dressing rooms are  smart closets 

that read  a garment’s  RFID tag to  display  additional details,  possible accessories, 
similar items  with the same look, and how  it looks  modeled on  the runway. Prada is 
considering additional technologies, including scanners  that charge  the  customer 

automatically when a  customer carries  a product out the  door.»

(Kang/Kuff 2005, p  26)

Kang and Kuff are architects and lawyers and plea for common projects of computer sci-
entists, lawyers and architects. to understand the new urban environment. They drew an 
analogy to the shopping malls of America like the one in Bloomington They suppose:

«A4er a%, in many urban environments, ma%s are arguably what our public spaces 
have become. The accessible, open space of the street has been ingested by shopping ma%s, 
#hich in turn have invaded most urban spaces, +om airports to museums.

(Kang and Kuff 2005, p. 25)

Conclusion
Pervasive Computing is not yet a new hype.

Pervasive Computing is an extremly powerful device for creating various new environ-
ments. This will result in a different behavior of the people.
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Threfore our societies probably had to redefine and reengineer public space.

Our societies will pass these challenges if they understand the central lesson of today: 
There is no efficient alternative to decentralized decision making. Pervasive Computing 
may help to take the neyt step forward.
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